Oligonucleotides
The physical properties of the oligonucleotide probes were calculated with OligoAnalyzer 3.1 (IDT DNA, http://eu.idtdna.com). For DNA oligonucleotides >60 nt length, the melting temperature (Tm) was calculated according to the formula: = 67 + 16.6 [ ] .
[ ] + 0.8% − − % ℎ [31] where by % Mismatches comprised the percentage of nucleotides non-complementary to target mRNA. The influence of formamide on Tm was corrected by subtracting 0.5 °C per percent of formamide from the calculated melting temperature [32] . Capture probes with special modifications were marked by an additional suffix in their name: HEG-modified capture probes comprised four hexaethylene glycol chains separated by two nucleotides each at their 3′ ends. NONS refers to additional 18-28 nucleotides at the 3′-end of a capture probe with no relevant complementarity to the human transcriptome (Table S1 ). Table S1 . Oligonucleotide sequences.
5′ Cy5-(CH2)6-TCTCCAGTCTTGATCAGCTGCACATCACTCAGGATTTCAATGGTGCC3′ a Note that the targeted mRNA section of Capture_65nt+28 and Capture_93nt was shifted by five nucleotides compared to Capture_29nt(+HEG,+18), Capture_47nt(+HEG,+18) and Capture_65nt to avoid unfavorable secondary structures of the capture molecule.
RPLP0 Label Dilution Series
The double-hybridization assay was based on a recently published report dealing with the detection of short DNA and RNA oligonucleotides on a microarray with single-molecule sensitivity [22] . In the presented work, the assay conditions were modified to enable the detection of endogenous mRNA molecules. Therefore, 50% (v/v) deionized formamide was added to the hybridization mix to decrease the melting temperature of mRNA secondary structures. As the number of RPLP0 mRNA molecules in the applied 100 ng/µL isolated total RNA was unknown, a suitable label concentration had to be determined first. Therefore, a RPLP0 label dilution series was conducted with 100 pM-100 nM Label_33nt probe concentration while keeping the mRNA concentration constant. As shown in Figure S1 , the specific RPLP0 signal increased with increasing label concentration from 100 pM to 10 nM. A further increase to 100 nM label concentration could not enhance the signal any more. Moreover, the signal on the non-complementary capture probes Control1(-) and Control2(-) remained low and stable across the whole label concentration range. For the following probe characterization, a label concentration of 10 nM was used in all experiments comprising 100 ng/µL isolated total Panc-1 RNA. 
Assessment of Different RPLP0 Label Probes
As shown in Figure S2a , the probe Label_33nt was elongated at both ends with RPLP0-complementary nucleotides to create Label_51nt. The third probe, termed Label_52nt, targeted a different section of the RPLP0 mRNA. No increase in signal intensity was found with longer labels when compared to the RPLP0 signal obtained with Label_33nt ( Figure S2b) . Thus, the initially used label probe, Label_33nt, was retained for further experiments. However, to identify a possible trend for preferential lengths of label probes, the systematic analysis of multiple different label probes would be required. 
RPLP0 Capture Length Comparison with Different Label Probes
RPLP0-specific capture probes with different lengths (Capture_29nt_I and Capture_47nt) were compared using three different RPLP0-specific label probes (Label_33nt, Label_51nt, and Label_52nt, Figure S2a ). With all labels, the longer capture (Capture_47nt) delivered approximately 70% of the total RPLP0 signal per microarray (that is, the sum of specific signal obtained on Capture_29nt_I and Capture_47nt) ( Figure S3 ). 
Unspecific Signal on Different Capture Probes
The unspecific signal consisting of spot autofluorescence and direct binding of Label_33nt to RPLP0-specific and control capture probes was compared. As can be seen in Figure S4 , the unspecific signal did not increase with increasing capture length. Thus, the specificity was maintained for the investigated long (i.e., >50 nt length) capture probes. 
